ANGRY
EGGS
An Easter Egg Hunt
17th April 2022

Dear Parents,

Note to Parents

In our home, we struggle with anger. We all get angry and don’t always respond appropriately. Since my work got me researching anger, I
further developed a simple biblical study on anger for Easter to be executed as a fun family activity.
I have written this for my kids who are 5.75 and 3 years of age. You can either scale the difficulty level up or down to match your kids’
ages. For older kids, you can coach them to prepare and execute the activity for their younger siblings.
There are numerous ways you can modify this tool to suit your needs. Here are some ideas:
• Do it outdoors.
• Make it more complex by getting kids to look up the Bible verses instead of printing it out on the ”clues.” You can even make it
into a competition to see who can get to the reference quicker.
• The discussion questions inserted into the eggs can be cut up into a jigsaw puzzle which has to be assembled before proceeding.
• Add in more eggs for a fun hunt later on. Prior to Easter, engage them in egg decorating.
• Add activities to the discussions (e.g. charades, role-playing, re-enacting Christ’s death and resurrection, sing songs)
Apart from learning better ways to manage anger, the objective of this hunt is to teach/reinforce the Gospel message that God’s anger
ultimately drives us to the cross where we are met with grace. It is my prayer that our next generation will know the Word and not depart
from it as we live in an angry, scary world. If not for the hope and confidence they will find in Christ, what will see them through?
In the subsequent slides, you will find discussion questions (and some sample answers in the notes) that I have prepared for my kids. You
can edit them to fit the message you want to share with your kids.
May the risen Christ reign in your family!

Peace,
Esme Ng

verview
1. The hunt starts with you talking about anger in your home. Introduce ANGRY EGGS
activity.
2. Hand over the map. This map can be a simple layout of your house with number
codes of where you have hidden the numbered eggs. The number codes on the
map would correspond with its respective eggs.
3. By looking at the map, kids will look for Egg #1.
4. Once they have found Egg #1, they will break open the egg. Inside, there will be
discussion questions, followed by instructions to look for Egg #2.
5. Again your kids will decipher where to look for Egg #2 from the map.
6. This process is repeated with the subsequent eggs, ending with Egg #6.

Introduction

• Introduce activity
• Hand over map
• Find Egg #1

Egg #1
Murder

• Break Egg #1
• Execute activities
• Find Egg #2

Egg #2
Anger

•Break Egg #2
•Execute activities
•Find Egg #3

Egg #3
Reconciliation

•Break Egg #3
•Execute activities
•Find Egg #4

Egg #4
Freedom

Summary
•Break Egg #4
•Execute activities
•Find Egg #5

Egg #5
Wrath

•Break Egg #5
•Execute activities
•Find Egg #6

Egg #6
Covenant

• Break Egg #6:
• Execute activities
• Pray!

Materials & Prep
1. Six emptied eggshells
• Mark the eggs with their respective numbers (#1-#6).
• Alternatively, you can draw faces or colour code them.
2. Map/layout of hiding zones marked with numbers.
• Mark out the egg’s number on the map to correspond with where you have
hidden the particular egg.
• Hand kids the map after introducing the activity.
3. Scripts + further instructions
• Discussion questions for each egg + instructions for which egg to look for next.
This is hidden inside the egg which your kids will break open to find. (Optional:
Cut up scripts to make a jigsaw puzzle, then insert into egg. Puzzle has to be
assembled before questions can be answered.)
• The first script (Introduction slide)
• The subsequent scripts will be hidden inside the egg according to its number
(Egg #1 will contain script of Egg #1, so on and so forth).
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Introduction
• Hey kids, do you ever get angry?
• Haha, yes! All of us are still struggling with controlling our anger. So I thought
we could do a special activity to learn about anger. It’s called, “The ANGRY
EGGS!”

• Hand them map.
• Can you tell what map this is? Yes, it’s a map of our house! Your job is
to look for the ANGRY EGGS by following the map.
• Your first mission is to look for Egg #1.

Egg #1: Murder
Matthew 5:21
You have heard that our ancestors were told, “You must not murder. If
you commit murder, you are subject to judgment.”
1. Have you murdered anyone?
2. Phew, since none of you have murdered anyone, you’re all safe
from judgment/ consequences, right? Let’s see what Jesus says
next. Let’s look for Egg #2.

Egg #2: Anger
Matthew 5:22
But I say, if you are even angry with someone, you are subject to judgment! If
you call someone an idiot, you are in danger of being brought before the
court. And if you curse someone, you are in danger of the fires of hell.
1. What does this mean?
2. Does it mean we can never get angry?
3. When you’re angry, do you say mean words? Do you think mean
thoughts?
4. So what should you do when you’re angry? Let’s look for Egg #3.

Egg #3: Reconciliation
Matthew 5: 23-24
So if you are presenting a sacrifice at the altar in the Temple and you
suddenly remember that someone has something against you, leave
your sacrifice there at the altar. Go and be reconciled to that person.
Then come and offer your sacrifice to God.
1. Reconciliation. That’s a big word. What does it mean?
2. Is it easy to be a peacemaker?
3. Why should we be peacemakers if it’s so difficult? Let’s look for Egg
#4.

Egg #4: Freedom
Matthew 5: 25-26
When you are on the way to court with your adversary, settle your
differences quickly. Otherwise, your accuser may hand you over to the
judge, who will hand you over to an officer, and you will be thrown into
prison. And if that happens, you surely won’t be free again until you have
paid the last penny.
1. Why should we seek reconciliation “quickly”?
2. What is the outcome of reconciliation?
3. Freedom is the outcome of reconciliation. But what does “freedom”
mean? Does it mean we can do whatever we want, whenever we want?
Let’s look for Egg #5

Egg #5: Wrath
Ephesians 5: 5 – 6
For of this you can be sure: No immoral, impure or greedy person—
such a person is an idolater—has any inheritance in the kingdom of
Christ and of God. Let no one deceive you with empty words, for
because of such things God’s wrath comes on those who are
disobedient.
1. Can we do whatever we want, whenever we want?
2. WHAT? God is an angry God? God is a God of wrath?
3. Since God is a God of wrath, should we fear God?
4. But what does it mean to fear God? Let’s look for Egg #6.

Egg #6: Covenant
Psalm 25:14
The friendship of the LORD is for those who fear him, and he makes
known to them his covenant.
1. What does it mean to fear God?
2. What is God’s covenant?
3. So do you fear God? Do you want to be his friend and know his
covenant?
4. Close in prayer.

